DAVID CLARK HEADSETS

**H10-20 HEADSET**

8 new headset design advances make the David Clark H10-20 a must see. The completely flexible boom assembly can be adjusted for perfect microphone placement. The M7A microphone is the most advanced noise-cancelling amplified electret mike available. Features a redesigned air-flow headband with liquid-filled ear seals for optimum comfort. Comes with volume control and a 5 year warranty. Made in the U.S.

- Straight Cord: P/N H10-20: $365.98
- Coiled Cord: P/N H10-21: $344.10
- Helicopter: P/N H10-26: $332.94

**H10-30 HEADSET**

This dual headset, used by the Air Force, features foam filled ear cushions with an M-1/DC amplified dynamic noise cancelling microphone. With 6 feet straight cord, PJ-055B headphone plug and PJ-068 mike plug.

**H10-36 HEADSET**

The H10-36 headset features the M-1/DC dynamic mic and coil cord which extends to 5 ft, with U-174/U plug for helicopter installation.

- P/N H10-36: $283.65

**H10-60 HEADSET**

Features unique foam/air-flow headband, low-pressure headband, Flo Fit Gel ear seals, and dual volume controls. Also features the M-7A advanced noise cancelling amplified electret mic. Customize your H10-60 with 3-position headset pressure adjustment, boom guide lock, headband size adjustment, and cord selection.

- P/N H10-60: $366.42

**H10-66 HEADSET**

A unique dual impedance headset for use in civilian and military style aircraft. The Model H10-66 features include new comfort gel, undercut ear seals, hinged wire boom with the M-101 amplified Dynamic microphone, and a Noise Reduction Rating (NRR) of 27 dB.

- P/N H10-66: $398.97

**H10-76 HEADSET**


- P/N H10-76: $290.16

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

---

**DAVID CLARK H10-00 “LISTEN ONLY” HEADPHONE**

David Clark comfort fit. For use w/handheld mic. With 18” coil cord which extends to 6 ft, & PJ-055B plug.

- P/N H10-00: $217.62

**DAVID CLARK 6AA BATTERY PACK**

Accepts 6 AA batteries. The protective cover keeps battery terminals from accidental contact with conducting surfaces while stored. Having a Spare Battery Cartridge, loaded and ready, will minimize time without electronic noise cancellation when batteries drain.

- P/N 11-02019: $15.50

**9V BATTERY PACK FOR ENS HEADSETS**

This new XL-9V 9V battery pack is easier to operate, wear and store. It is 50% smaller and 50% lighter than previous battery packs. It runs off a single 9V alkaline battery to provide power to the headset ENC system. The XL-9V features an Auto Shut Off function to save the battery if the power switch is left on when the headset is not in use.

- P/N 11-01783: $97.75

**DAVID CLARK UNDERCUT COMFORT-GEL EAR SEALS**

Ear Seals have been redesigned to be softer, more supple and form fitting, with a unique “undercut” shape that provides more room for your ears. This exclusive design makes for a larger, yet lighter ear seal. This new ear seal is now standard on the entire line of DC aviation headsets. New Ear Seal Features: + 26% lighter + 60% more surface area in contact with your head provides greater comfort by dissipation of necessary headband pressure + 30% more interior volume creates more room for your ear

- P/N 11-01782: $22.95

**DAVID CLARK GROUND SUPPORT HEADSETS**

Ground Support Headsets are designed to facilitate communication when background noise or distance makes it extremely difficult to communicate. During ground-support operations, communication is critical to ensure the safety of everyone in the vicinity as well as the protection of the aircraft from accidental damage.

**MODEL H7010 - Noise Attenuating Headset * M-101 Noise-Cancelling Microphone * 30-inch straight cord with U174/U plug * Noise-shielded microphone (muff) with On/Off switch * Soft headpad and ear seals guarantee exceptional comfort * Snap-fastened nylon straps secure microphone muff to mouth * Corrosion-resistant, chrome plated headpad/stirrup assembly * Extremely durable and reliable * NRR 26dB**

- P/N 11-07116: $269.95

**MODEL H-133C/AIC - Noise Attenuating Headset * M-101/AIC Noise-Cancelling Microphone * 30-inch straight cord with U174/U plug * Noise-shielded microphone (muff) * Soft headpad and ear seals guarantee exceptional comfort * Snap-fastened nylon straps secure microphone muff to mouth * Corrosion-resistant, chrome plated headpad/stirrup assembly * Heavy duty and extremely reliable * For noise levels to 140dB**

- P/N 11-07117: $289.95

**DAVID CLARK SERIES K HELMET**

Series K Helmet provides the ability to convert all David Clark Over-The-Head style (Except H20-10 & H10-80) headsets into a Helmet/Headset assembly. The Kit and a David Clark Headset gives both impact and hearing protection in addition to clear, normal conversation in high noise environments. The Series K Helmet consists of a helmet shell with nape pad and a helmet liner. Lightweight, the combined weight of the Helmet/Headset assembly is 42 oz.

- Helmet Kit: P/N K10: $349.00

**DAVID CLARK H10-00 HEADSET**

This ballistic Nylon Carry Bag is black on black, with the DC logo subtly embroidered in the lower right corner. This bag has been carefully chosen for its simplicity, quality and workmanship and is a fitting complement to any David Clark Headset.

- P/N 11-00642: $19.50

---

**AIRCRAFT SPRUCE WEST**

CORONA, CA • (877) 4-SPRUCE

**AIRCRAFT SPRUCE EAST**

PEACHTREE CITY, GA • (877) 477-7823

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice